These alphabet worksheets aren’t your typical “busy work” worksheets. Used with manipulatives, they are a hands-on way to practice and play with letters and their sounds.

Be sure to visit my blog for more alphabet fun and thousands more worksheets that aren’t so typical.

~Becky
This Reading Mama
Alphabet Worksheets
Activity Pages from A to Z!

© www.thisreadingmama.com

Terms of Use: This printable pack was created for you to use at home with your child/students or with multiple children in a classroom/tutoring setting. Please do not sell, host, reproduce, giveaway, or store on any other site (including a blog, Facebook, 4Shared, Dropbox, etc.). Thank you!

Clip Art & Fonts by:
Letter Aa Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

V  A  a
a  g  A  A  a

Color the pictures

ant
ax
astronaut
alligator
apple

Make a pattern

A  a  A  A  a  A  A  a
Letter Cc Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Dd Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Ee Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern

elephant
exit
evergreens
elevator
egg
excavator
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Letter Ff Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

football

forklift

fire

fish

Make a pattern
Letter Gg Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

G

g

Find the letter

G

g

G

G

p

G

C

Color the pictures

gown

gorilla

game

Color the pictures

gum

goat

girl

Make a pattern

G

G

G

G

G

G
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Letter Ii Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

I L i
i I j

Color the pictures

- interstate
- instruments
- insect
- itch
- iguana
- igloo

Make a pattern

I i I i I i I i
Letter Jj Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Kk Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Ll Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern

leg
log
ladybug
lamp
left
lunch

X l L
L l f

L L L L L L L L
Letter Mm Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Mm

Find the letter

M m m M

Z N M m M

Color the pictures

moon mail mushroom

muffin mouse mop

Make a pattern

M m M m M m
Letter Oo Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Pp Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

P  p  y
G  P  p
P  R  P

Color the pictures

pizza  pumpkin  pencil
pot  pig  popcorn

Make a pattern

P  P  P  p  p  p
Letter Rr Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Ss Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Tt Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Uu Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Vv Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Y  v  V
V  
v  V

Make a pattern

Make a pattern

Y  v  V
V  
v  V

Color the pictures

Color the pictures

vet
vet
van
volcano

vase
violin
Letter Ww Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

w W W N
E W W w
w z W

Color the pictures
wheel
wand
watch
watermelon
wave
wall

Make a pattern

W W W W W W
Letter Yy Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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Letter Zz Activity Sheet

Trace the letter

Find the letter

Color the pictures

Make a pattern
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